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Katie McClain 

Participatory Account 

Singing for the first time 

Wow, it’s warm in here. Why do they turn up the heat in restaurants? It’s either really hot or 

really cold. There’s no in-between. Wow, it’s almost humid. Maybe I should tell the manager. 

She can surely adjust the temperature…crap, now it’s too late. 

DJ Alex hands me the microphone. It’s bigger than I thought it would be. I’ve never held a 

microphone before this, and I always thought they were smaller for some reason. As I look 

down, my hand looks almost child-like. That’s weird. I’m white knuckled, and my hands are also 

shaking. The slight back and forth motion can be heard as the speakers catch the wind of my 

nervousness creating a slight whoosh sound. 

How did anyone ever talk me into this? Oh no, I’m sweating. Do I have pit stains? Am I 

singing with pit stains? I hate singing in public. What am I doing here? I am screwing up all 

ideas of any social life I will ever have, ever. Oh wait, there they are. They did this to me.  

I look to the left of the stage in the very back of Applebee’s near Polaris Mall, and they’re 

leaning so far over the small round table that it may tip over at any moment. We had to sit in the 

Buckeye corner of the restaurant both for good luck and respect for the team. The Ohio State 

University team memorabilia covers every inch of the two walls that creates the small corner that 

holds our table. Red and white can be seen even from the other side of the restaurant. How 

embarrassing. It’s dark, and the light over the table illuminates only enough to see our food and 

create mysterious shadows on our faces. There they are: my friends and fellow Resident 

Assistants of the Triad, a residence hall of Otterbein University. I can see their faces now as they 

lean into the light, eager looks awaiting the first note of the song I am about to sing. They are all 

so excited by my new adventure. Any friends of mine don’t try to embarrass me in public, so 
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now they have become casual acquaintances that I work with every day and do silly things with 

while at college. This was their idea. I was willing to do almost anything else. Almost anything. 

On Monday evening, we were all sitting on the bright blue over-stuffed sofas together. The 

sofas took up almost every square inch of the room, so we became quite close in more ways than 

one while in the RA office.  

“How about sky diving?” Matt asked. 

“No, that’s too expensive. Plus I’m afraid of heights,” Holly replied quickly. 

“Holly, I have to do this crazy thing, remember? I’m not afraid of heights,” I told her.  

“Well we are all going. You can’t do something like this without any support,” she replied. 

Everyone else nodded in agreement. Sometimes it was good to have a posse. This was not one of 

those times. After nearly an hour of convincing, I had given up on doing something simple such 

as dying my hair blue or riding around in a wheelchair for a day. I shifted uncomfortably on the 

sofa causing a series of squeaks and ruffles.  

“How about a tattoo?” Andy teased. I thought about it. I have always wanted a tattoo and was 

almost settled on it. Now, in the bright lights of the karaoke stage, I wish I had given in to the 

tattoo idea right there. But just then, in the doorway popped our hall director, Matthew, who 

boomed, 

“I’ve got it! Karaoke!” My head dropped to the floor, and the others jumped to their feet. 

Already talking about what to sing and which night to go, they knew what my new assignment 

would be: mercilessly embarrassing myself through song in front of utter strangers. What fun.  

# 

Now here I am, standing in front of the television screen, my eyes glued to the blue 

background with the words “Loading your music” in white letters. My stomach is doing flip-
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flops as I attempt to take a deep breath. My breath comes out in small puffs and I shift 

uncomfortably from side-to-side. When everyone else sang their song tonight, they weren’t up 

here forever before the music started, but then again, they were actually excited to sing. 

In addition to the members of my residence life staff, I’d brought along a support system to 

karaoke night my friend, Emily. We’d had a few classes together last year and studied together 

sometimes. I knew she was really smart and just happened to have no plans tonight. With all of 

the extroverts in the group making fools out of themselves, I knew I needed someone rational 

and like-minded to keep me sane. To my horror, she went first.  

At the stroke of 9 p.m., the DJ, known as Alex, plugged in a corded microphone and blew 

into it as a test. After a few shrieks from the audience at the volume, he adjusted the monitor and 

announced that karaoke would begin. Emily was the first to perform. She walked up to the mic 

and waited for the music. At the first beats of the song, she sprang into performance mode. 

Dance moves no one has ever seen before and aren’t likely to see again erupted from the stage. 

She started out just tapping her foot, but then fist-pumped, shook her hips, and swayed with the 

music. As the song got louder and the chorus got closer, Emily started moving faster until she 

was practically jumping up and down. Her tight brown curls loosened from her pony-tail, and the 

sequined shirt she wore sparkled in the spotlight. Emily is a petite person, but fills the stage in a 

way only a performer can. I cradled my head in my hands. There is no way I could ever do that. 

It’s physically impossible. 

Cyndi Lauper’s “Girls Just Wanna Have Fun” is recognizable to many generations, and 

definitely not the song I was expecting her to sing. I thought I would hear it tonight, but not from 

my trusted friend. This song is normal for a karaoke night due to its fast-pace and epic lyrics. I 

decided right then that I was going to sing something everyone else would recognize too, that 
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way people could sing along and maybe, just maybe, drown me out. As Emily sang through the 

song, I learned that she is not a quiet, studious Otterbein student, but a crazy performer with a 

voice comparable to any Taylor Swift or Katy Perry that comes along. I learn something new 

every day. She has a theater background. Great, just great. So much for like-minded 

companionship. 

# 

Just keep your eyes on the screen, Katie, and when it’s over, no one will remember that you 

sang at all. The screen is right in front of you, and the audience just beyond the screen. They 

probably can’t even see your head through the TV. Just breathe. It’ll all be over soon. I mean, 

there have been some seriously memorable moments tonight, just none that will include your 

vibrato. 

As Thursday rolled around, I was nervous all day long. I fretted the whole car ride there, 

while we ate dinner, while I tried to pick a short, low song that wouldn’t get me laughed at, and 

even while everyone else was singing. DJ Alex handed several tables large binders that held the 

list of possible karaoke choices. Everything from 1980s hairbands to Broadway musicals to 

Frank Sinatra was featured in the book. I had no idea where to start. I browsed the most recent 

pop hits like “Born This Way” by Lady Gaga, but when I saw the length of the song, I quickly 

turned the page. I got to the country section, the one most familiar to me. I scanned quickly down 

the page. Taylor Swift. Awesome.  

“I know all of the words to this one. It’s Taylor Swift’s ‘Tim McGraw’ from just a few years 

ago,” I said, mostly to myself. 

“That’s it then,” Holly announced, “You’ll sing some good old T. Swift and don’t even have 

to look at the screen. You can actually perform.” 
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“Yeah right!” I snorted. They have no idea.  I can’t carry a tune in a five-gallon bucket, but I 

hope this song is not as painful as I predict. This song is a popular one, and I pray that the 

audience sings along. 

It wasn’t until a regular karaoke enthusiast, Kevin, took the stage that I relaxed a bit. Kevin 

looked to be about 30 years old. He was of medium height and a bit hefty. His hair was slicked 

back, but fell in an awkward way that showed a bald spot in the back. He was in cowboy boots, 

nice jeans and a dress shirt that was tucked in a bit too tightly. Kevin emerged from a table on 

the other side of the restaurant that had been a little less than quiet all night. I had the feeling 

they enjoyed a pre-party elsewhere before arriving at their karaoke party here at Applebee’s, 

which included beers all around. Kevin chose to sing Bonnie Tyler’s “Total Eclipse of the 

Heart.” The song is very long and very high, but Kevin looked forward to the challenge. He did a 

few runs to test out the microphone, along with saying “test” about 15 times before he cued DJ 

Alex to “hit it.” The facade of a seasoned karaoke veteran quickly shattered. 

Kevin’s first note was about 40 decibels too loud and way off key. He stumbled through the 

first few verses, but belted the chorus in a loud, slurred way that made him sound way more 

drunk than he actually was. At the instrumental break in the middle, DJ Alex politely put out his 

hand in an attempt to save both Kevin’s reputation and the eardrums of the audience, but Kevin 

just took this gesture as an encore. Louder and more off key than before, if that was even 

possible, he finished the song. My friends, of course, cheered for the poor fella, so he proceeded 

to saunter over and ask if I needed a refill on my cocktail. After explaining my drink was 

Mountain Dew and that I was not interested, he smiled a slick grin, winked, and made his way 

back to his waiting friends. In that moment, I realized my karaoke stereotypes were right on. 

Loud, over-confident and poor singers. That’s karaoke in America. Heaven help me. 
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I have great respect for Kevin and regular karaoke participants despite their stereotypes. I 

have never once sung in public. I sing in the shower, hum a tune from time to time, and sound 

just like Carrie Underwood when I am alone in the car, but I have never shared these facts with 

anyone. I listen to music and am a great critic, but never claimed to be of even average talent or 

dared to sing in a choir. In fact, I was cut from a school choir in middle school. I vowed never to 

sing in public again. Until now. Karaoke was really the perfect choice for an activity I have 

never done and would normally never do. It was way out of my comfort zone. Even to the point 

where I can feel a scratchy throat coming on just so I won’t have to put myself through the 

humiliation of choosing a cheesy song and singing it badly in front of the people I enjoy being 

around most. But here I am, about to sing this song. Taylor Swift is always a good bet, and it’s 

the shortest song in DJ Alex’s thick binder of music choices.  

# 

I begin to sing, and my worst fears come to life. Right as the chorus begins I hear a faint 

rumble of voices just past the screen in front of me. I don’t dare look up, but as the voices get 

louder I pry my eyes away from the screen just long enough to glance at my table. My friends 

look a bit confused too, but Emily is mouthing the words. This song is one of her favorites. I 

continue to look around the restaurant. It’s almost at capacity. There are families with young 

children, couples and groups of friends like the people I am with. Quite a few tables are looking 

through DJ Alex’s giant book of humiliation, and several mouths are full of food. It’s half-price 

appetizers after all.  

The rumble is louder. I stop singing to listen. My ears begin to burn, and I know I am turning 

red. They must be booing me. My eyes shoot to the floor. I don’t know what to do. Do I stop? 

Do I run out the door? Or to the bathroom? I can’t breathe. I should be angry, enraged even. Do I 
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yell at them through the microphone? No way. I am way too nervous and embarrassed to call 

more attention to myself than what I already have. I look at DJ Alex, pleading with my eyes for 

some help. He’s singing the song. A skinny guy with a shaved head and bright red goatee is 

singing Taylor Swift. His headphones cover his ears for the most part, but I can see gauges in 

them. He’s wearing all black, like any good DJ should. He looks up to me confused. I realize 

then that lots of people are singing. The rumble of voices is not boos, but the lyrics of the song:  

“And I'm back for the first time since then /I'm standing' on your street /And there's a 

letter left on your doorstep /And the first thing that you'll read /Is when you think, Tim 

McGraw /I hope you think my favorite song /Someday you'll turn your radio on /I hope it 

takes you back to that place /When you think, happiness /I hope you think, that little 

black dress /Think of my head on your chest /And my old faded blue jeans /When you 

think Tim McGraw /I hope you think of me /Oh, think of me.” 

A huge breath escapes from my lungs and I summon the courage once again to put the 

microphone at chin-level and finish the song. After all, this choir needs a lead vocalist.  


